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* Transdisciplinary research
* Insights from post-normal science
* Dealing with complex issues using “Quantitative Storytelling”
rather than using scientific evidence based on simplistic models

the moon

WHAT AM I PRESENTING HERE?
The finger: 35 scientific articles published (25 Q1, 4 Q2) + 12 in the pipeline
2 books and 2 book chapters
12 conference proceedings, 3 reports, 5 PhD theses
13 special sessions at conferences + 6 special events
137 presentations at scientific conferences and workshops
73 videos (for 930 m) in a 8 week MOOC Coursera (8,833 learners)
23 videos (for 53 m) for Uncomfortable Knowledge Lectures and EU-learn
7 animated cartoons (for 11 m) for Uncomfortable Knowledge Lectures

THE MOON refers the 3 main results of MAGIC:
the finger

MAGIC - Moving towards Adaptive Governance in Complexity: Informing Nexus Security
EU Horizon 2020 project – https://magic-nexus.eu/
The three main results of MAGIC are:
#1 the main sustainability predicament we are experiencing is generated by the hegemonic
use of simplistic economic narratives to inform policy. This choice is preventing us from
properly perceiving and framing the problems we have to tackle
#2 it is possible to avoid the induced ignorance determined by the adoption of analyses based on
economic reductionism by integrating different narratives about sustainability – i.e. using
complex analytical tools to generate quantitative storytelling
However, the creation of new and better analytical tools by itself is insufficient to improve the quality
of the process of production and use of science in decision making
#3 we have to use a Post-Normal Science perspective to improve the quality of governance

“Houston we have a problem!”

MAGIC result #1
the main sustainability predicament experienced at
the moment is generated by the hegemonic use of
simplistic economic narratives to inform policy

Economic narratives are based on the assumption of the existence of prices. This implies assuming
“by default” a situation of moderate scarcity – i.e. that sustainability crises are impossible!
No matter what is the problem, innovations and business models will always solve it – “yes we can”
It is bizarre that narratives based on the default assumption that a sustainability crisis is not possible
are then used in to monitor, anticipate, solve and prevent sustainability crises

COP21 - Paris

COP25 - Chile Madrid
COP3 - Kyoto
COP15 - Copenhagen
AFTER DECADES OF FAILURES IN CLIMATE POLICY,
WHY DOING “MORE OF THE SAME” IS EXPECTED
TO ACHIEVE DIFFERENT RESULTS?

Believing in economic narratives prevents
Rio de Janeiro
REFLEXIVITY and LEARNING!
Earth Summit

Keeling Curve 2019

IAMs scenarios

Keeling curve 2019

Explaining the
IAMs scenarios of
decarbonization

EU estimates 2019

Biofuels are not getting
anywhere

No large scale storage for
intermittent electricity

Hydrogen still far away

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2050_en

“Houston we have a problem!”

MAGIC result #2

NEXUS STRUCTURING SPACE  Deliverable 4.4

It is possible to use complexity Quantitative Storytelling - to avoid
the ignorance generated by
simplistic analysis

Quantitative storytelling (QST) does not claim to present the “truth” about a given issue, nor that all
the numbers used in the story are uncontested (they will always be). QST simply presents alternative stories,
supported by quantitative assessments, useful to check the quality of existing narratives and to enrich the
diversity of insights about a given issue – it avoids the problems associated with the hegemonic use of
economic narratives.

“FOOD SECURITY IN THE THIRD MILLENNIUM”

forecasts a 100-110% increase in global crop
demand from2005 to 2050

Net trade of food commodities in economic value

According to economic narratives EU is doing pretty well!

https://humboldt.global/top-agricultural-exporters/

The NL exports in value more than
Canada and Argentina combined!

(around 1 Million hectares)

Agribusiness!

(around 46 Million hectares)
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141 410 Annual Work Unit in the year 2010

The labour force fell by 26.9% over 2000-2010
193 540 Annual Work Unit in the year 2000
Eurostat - Agricultural_census_in_the_Netherlands

% total employment

The value of export tripled

Netherlands - Employment In Agriculture

The effects of agribusiness on the
reproduction of rural communities
The labour force keeps
falling over 2010-2020

Diagnostic mode

Mesoscope
(level of openness)

The effect on the environment:
whose environment?

Externalization
of agricultural
Production in
EU by country

Local land use and externalized use of land in EU countries

Renner A, Cadillo-Benalcazar JJ, Benini L & Giampietro M (2020), ‘Environmental pressure of the European
agricultural system: Anticipating the biophysical consequences of internalization’, Ecosystem Services (in press)
Cadillo-Benalcazar JJ, Renner A & Giampietro M 2020, 'A multiscale integrated analysis of the factors
characterizing the sustainability of food systems in Europe', Journal of Environmental Management,
vol. 271, article 110944. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvman.2020.110944

How much could EU reinternalize
the current externalized use of:
water, fertilizers, pesticides, labor?

The costs of the post-harvest system (either when assessed in money or
in energy) are four times larger than those of agriculture . . .
3,400 $ p.c./year

42.4 GJ p.c./year

Post-harvest
system

680 $ p.c./year

9.2 GJ p.c./year
Agriculture

USA 1995

MONEY

ENERGY

After Heller M. And Koeleian G. (2000)

Energy used in
the food system

Food energy
delivered home

42.4 GJ/p.c. year
HOUSEHOLD

* Preparation
* Storage

CATERING

* Commercial
food services

SERVICES
INDUSTRY

* Retail
* Packaging
* Processing
* Transportation

16.3 GJ/p.c. year

17.1 GJ/p.c. year

5.8 GJ/p.c. year

Indirect (inputs)

AGRICULTURE

Direct (production)

9.2 GJ/p.c. year

3,800 kcal/day

When feeding a city the problem
is not about producing enough food . . .

USA 1995
After Heller M. And Koeleian G. (2000)

Post-Harvest sources of costs

Almost the double
energy costs than
for food production

* Home preparation
* Storage
* Commercial
food services

Fresh vegetables and fruits
* Contain 70-95% of water (low nutrient density)
* Very susceptible to mechanical injury (they require
sophisticated packaging and careful handling in transport)
* Can be damaged when exposed to extremes of temperature
(they require controlled environment in their storage)

Almost the double
energy costs than
for food production

* Retail
* Packaging
* Processing
* Transportation

* susceptible to contaminants introduced after harvest
(careful washing procedures, avoid cross-contamination)
* susceptible to rapid product deterioration at the retail stage
* Losses are difficult to assess but they can be very high and
relevant because they multiply the “costs” per unit of net supply

Handling fresh vegetables in urban systems is one of the most energy intensive activities
Is it sure that a vegetarian diet will reduce energy consumption and food losses?
Should we try to understand better the issue, before setting policies and targets?
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Farm to Fork: Updating
Narratives about agriculture

Decarbonization of electricity
production

Uncomfortable knowledge Series

Decarbonization of liquid fuels
production

http://magic-nexus.eu/lectures

Circular Economy and the use
of Policy Legends

Energy Efficiency: a treacherous
concept

“I try to do my part”

In line with our company environmental policies
all our 5.7 litre “STALLION” SUVs are fitted with
energy efficient headlamps

Complexity and Scientific Advice

“Houston we have a problem!”

MAGIC result #3
Using the Post-Normal Science
perspective we can improve the
quality of governance

Moving away from the “governance of complexity” (the dream of prediction and control)
Moving towards “governance in complexity” (the acknowledgement that we need a
caring and reflexive economy)

In a fast evolving world the
RED QUEEN PRINCIPLE rules
"in this place it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place“
it affects universities, scientific journals,
newspapers, business, political parties . . .
In this period of quick changes exposing the failure of the old political ideologies we have to learn
how to use (rather how to avoid) UNCOMFORTABLE KNOWLEDGE
#1 individuals – who are “we”? Why do we do what we do?;
#2 local communities of social practices – “do we like what are we doing and why”?;
#3 Institutions and social roles – “how do we have to do what we have to do?”
#4 the society as a whole – “why are we willing to stay and interact together in this society?”

The three MAGIC checks on the quality of the narratives used in a policy domain
JUSTIFICATION NARRATIVES
WHY are we doing it?

NORMATIVE NARRATIVES
WHAT should we do?

EXPLANATION NARRATIVES
HOW do we know it?

#1 - Checking the quality of
pre-analytical choices:
whose concerns?

#2 - Checking the quality of the
proposed policies

#3 - Checking the quality of the
process of epistemic boxing

* What are the problems to be solved?
* What is the priority that has been
given to existing concerns?
* Whose concerns are acknowledged?
* Whose concerns are ignored?
* Whose problems will be solved first?
* Who has chosen the given story-telling?
* How has it been chosen?
* Why has it been chosen?

* Are they feasible?
(compatible with external limits)
* Are they viable?
(compatible with internal limits)
* What are the gains and losses
across the various indicators of
performance (impact matrix)
* Who are the winners and losers
among the various social actors
(equity matrix)
* How do the policies look when
considering an evolutionary view?

* What information is missing for a
better informed decision?
* Can we organize the available
information into a more robust
decision support tool?
* Can we implement procedures
based on participatory processes
allowing a more robust process of
co-production of knowledge and
a fairer deliberation?
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